


❖ About Us: Tech Home East Africa Ltd (TECH HOME) was 
founded in 2016 as a Tech-Security company for the East 
African region.

❖ Vision: Tech Home is envisioned on application of technology 
in the everyday life in the simplest form for maximum utility 
and benefit.

❖ Mission: Tech Home rides on the slogan; Comfort, Luxury 
and Control to explain how we transform your building or 
office into a breathtakingly Automated, Intuitive and 
Functional health institution.



THE BACKGROUND

East Africa is one of the most conflicted corners of the
world. Terrorists based in Somalia pose a security
threat, while piracy off the Somali coast affects local
and international economic interests and has led to the
murders of citizens.

Policymakers face the challenge of protecting national
security while helping tackle governance which is so
often a root cause of insecurity.

Greater connectivity, rapid urbanization, and
population growth are transforming East Africa’s
politics and security landscape. With leadership
transitions, public protests, and insurgencies,
governments are getting more concerned about the
ability to modernise security management.

Tech Home has spent numerous years in examining the
international trends and the use of technology in
fighting crime and insecurity from an informed
position.



THE PROBLEM
❖From City Streets, Convention Centres, Resort

destinations to Stadiums, understanding human
traffic flows enables Security organizations to
ensure a safe experience, maximize revenue and
deliver a positive guest and citizen experience.

❖Tech Home provides quantifiable insights on
customer paths so Security personnel and
organizers can better plan and manage traffic flow,
retailers can optimally place concession stands,
and security forces can identify the problem
hotspots.

❖Many stadiums and convention centres have 30-40
entrances, and Tech Home’s ability to provide a
solution to identify, trend and understand entry and
exit point activity promotes safety by enabling
optimal personnel placement, improved visitor
engagement and experience and the prevention of
violent altercations.
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PEOPLE COUNTING

How it works

You can:

❑Create reports and graphs
broken down by hours, days,
months, years based on the
data from various cameras

❑Export data to CSV format

Your benefits

With the help of the People Counting module, you
can:

❑Evaluate the attractiveness of the city facilities for
the tourists

❑Evaluate the popularity of recreation sites among
city inhabitants

❑Thus, you can adjust and organize policies to
develop city facilities and areas

It allows to evaluate the pedestrian traffic and the attendance at various city facilities.



UNIQUE VISITOR COUNTING

How it works

You can:

❑Create reports and graphs by
hours, days, months, years based
on data from different cameras

❑Analyse statistics of visitors
taking into consideration their age
and gender

❑Export data to CSV format

Your benefits

With Unique Visitor Counting you can:

❑ Receive accurate data regarding the
number of unique visitors, excluding e.g. the
employees

❑Evaluate the efficiency of your personnel
working with visitors

Helps you optimize your expenses and
improve the efficiency of your personnel and
your marketing activities

Visitor Counting allows you to determine the number of unique visitors in order to
calculate traffic of visitors taking their gender and age into account.



LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION

How it works

You can:

❑Create a database with the license
plate numbers from the "black" and
"white" lists

❑Receive immediate notifications to
your monitor, phone or e-mail about
a wanted vehicle registered by the
system

❑Display a video fragment of the
moment of recognition of a license
plate

Your benefits

With the License Plate Recognition module,
you can:

❑Prevent entrance of unauthorized vehicles to
the territory

❑Organize automatic opening of the rising
arm barrier at the entrance and exit to and
from the territory

❑Find hijacked or stolen vehicles

Thus, you can ensure safety and reduce staff
costs.

Allows to organize automated control of access of automobiles to city areas and
facilities, quickly find hijacked or stolen vehicles.



ABANDONED OBJECT DETECTION

How it works

You can:

❑Specify and set up the areas to
monitor for the abandoned objects

❑Specify the duration of the object’s
permanence in the specified zone
before an alarm will sound

❑When the control event is detected,
you receive an immediate
notification to the monitor, phone or
e-mail.

Your benefits

You do not need to look at video surveillance
monitors 24 hours a day. By the Abandoned
Object Detection module, you can:

❑Prevent a possible terrorist attack

❑Promptly inform people in the danger zone
for their subsequent evacuation and rescue
from potentially dangerous zone

❑Identify the person who left the object on the
city territory and organize search for him or
her without delay.

Helps to reduce the probability of terrorist attacks, to minimize risks to life and health
of inhabitants and tourists in a city



SMOKE & FIRE DETECTION

How it works

❑In case of detection of smoke or fire
you receive an immediate
notification to your monitor, phone
or e-mail.

❑All the events detected by the
module are recorded in the Event
Log for the subsequent quick search
in the archive.

❑You can integrate the Smoke and
Fire Detection module with a fire
alarm or a fire extinguishing system
to ensure their joint operation

Your benefits

You do not need to look at video surveillance
monitors 24 hours a day. You can:

❑Promptly respond to fire and smoke and stop
the breaking out or spreading of a fire

❑Promptly inform people in the danger zone
for their quick evacuation

❑Find precise locations and causes of fire or
smoke

Thus, you ensure survival and preservation of
health of the personnel and visitors, as well as
to minimize damage to the property.

Smoke and Fire Detection helps to prevent fires and, subsequently, avoid victims, loss
of health and property.



SABOTAGE DETECTION

How it works

You can configure the following control events:

❑Camera defocusing

❑Turning the camera away from pre-defined
view

❑Long-time flaring of a camera

❑Overlapping of the camera view

When any of the mentioned control events occurs,
you receive an immediate notification to the
monitor, phone or e-mail.

Your benefits

Thanks to the Sabotage
Detection module, you can
quickly get a notification about
the video surveillance system
inoperability and promptly
restore its functionality.

Thus, you will be able to
continuously ensure safety of city
inhabitants and guests, property
and infrastructure of the city.

Helps to minimize the time of inoperability of the city video surveillance cameras



AUDIO STREAM PROCESSING

How it works

❑The program transmits and records audio 
from a camera with a built-in microphone.

❑You can also transmit the sound to the 
object of surveillance through the camera.

❑You can equip the camera with a sound 
amplifying device if required

Your benefits

Thanks to Audio Stream Processing 
module, you can prevent the 
development of conflicts, wrongdoing

Thus, you can ensure safety of 
inhabitants and guests of the city

Helps to prevent offences, repress civil disorder



PAN/TILT/ZOOM (PTZ) CAMERA CONTROL

How it works

You can:

❑Control the PTZ camera
rotation in the desired
direction using a joystick or
a keyboard

❑Zoom camera image in and
out using optical zoom

❑Control the camera focus in
automatic or manual mode

❑Set up PTZ camera scenarios

Your benefits

Thanks to the PTZ Camera Control module you can:

❑Replace several conventional cameras indoors or
outdoors with a single PTZ camera and ensure
enough coverage of the surveillance area

❑Register even the smallest details of the image from
the camera

❑Focus the camera on the desired object and track it

Thus, you increase the flexibility of the CCTV system
in your city and solve tasks impossible to tackle
using conventional cameras.

The use and control of PTZ cameras allows to ensure better flexibility of the CCTV
system of a city



LOUD SOUND DETECTION

How it works

You can:

❑ Set up the sound pressure level the
exceedance of which will be
indicative of a force majeure event.

❑ If the sound level exceeds the pre-
set value, you receive an immediate
notification to the monitor, phone or
e-mail.

Also, the video recording starts
automatically

Your benefits

You do not need to look at video
surveillance monitors 24 hours a day.
Thanks to the Loud Sound Detection
module, you can:

❑Identify the source of danger

❑Organize evacuation from the danger zone,
if necessary

Thus, you can ensure the safety of tourists
and inhabitants, and minimize damage to
the property of a city

Helps to respond promptly to force majeure events accompanied by loud sounds on the
territory of a city



FACE RECOGNITION

How it works

You can:

❑Create a database of photos of people,
for example “VIP” and “blacklisted”

❑Receive automatic notifications to your
monitor, phone or e-mail of infiltration
attempts perpetrated by people who
do not have access rights

❑Search for fragments with the
detected face in the video archive
using their photos.

❑Receive information regarding gender
and age of visitors in the online mode

Your benefits

Helps you to:

❑Identify people who represent a threat to
security even in a dense stream of people

❑Quickly learn about a visit of VIP clients
or, for example, an appearance of an
intruder.

❑Take the necessary actions in time
depending on a registered event

Thus, you can ensure the high level of
security for your staff and infrastructure,
improving the level of service rendered to
your VIPs.

It is used to search for a face in the stream of people of any density, as well as to
determine people´s gender and age. Supports unlimited database.



SUSPECT SEARCH

How it works

You choose a person on the recording from the
camera, and the software does the following:

❑Offers a possibility to make a freeze-frame and
create video clips with the images of similar
looking people from different cameras in a
chronological order.

❑Draws the object movement trajectory on the pre-
loaded plan of the premises.

You can search for objects in the video archive using
the downloaded images according to the following:
shape, colour, size, position in the frame.

Your benefits

Using Suspect Search module, 
you can reconstruct the route 
of a person you are looking for 
down to a minute.

This will allow you to:

❑Quickly find a child lost in the 
city-owned premises and 
return him/her to the parents

❑Quickly find a suspected 
offender and dispatch security 
forces to capture him/her

To prevent and investigate offences, to find lost children on city streets and at city
facilities



CROWD MONITORING

How it works

You can:

❑Specify the area of a frame to be monitored

❑Set two quantitative levels: "Attention" and
"Alarm".

When a threshold is crossed, you will receive a
prompt notification on your display, smartphone, or
email.

You can obtain graphs showing the number of
people in the frame in relation to time.

Your benefits

You do not have to watch the
security system displays 24/7.
Thanks to the Crowd
Monitoring module, you will
be able to promptly respond
to public safety threats and
ensure order.

Thus, you will be able to
provide safety of the guests
and citizens.

It allows to prevent mass unrest that may occur during the spontaneous gathering of
many people



FAIL-OVER

How it works

❑The module is installed on each
camera whose recording is critically
important.

❑If the server with the cameras on
which the module is installed fails,
these cameras will be automatically
transferred to the backup server.

❑It will provide consistent
transmission of video and prevent
loss of archive while the server is
disconnected.

Your benefits

Thanks to the Failover module, you will not
lose a minute of video transmission or
recording made by your video surveillance
system. You will continue to receive all the
notifications from your video analytics in
your phone or email, despite the potential
problems with the server.

Thus, you will be able to continuously
ensure the safety of staff, customers, and
visitors of a city, avoiding the damage to
your property.

It allows to ensure a stable video stream and to record a video to the archive regardless
of force majeure factors



WALK-THROUGH METAL DETECTORS

1. Fixed Frame Multi-Zone Detector

These are fixed at entrances into
buildings or venues.

Benefits:

❑Modular structure easy service

❑Auto scan environmental
interference at site.

❑Operation way: remote control

❑ Shock proof to avoid false alarm

❑Connect with computer, camera,
turnstile(Optional)

2. Portable Multi-Zone With Wi-Fi Network

These can be moved or placed indoor or
outdoor especially during state functions

Benefits:

❑Quick Assemble/Disassemble (3 minutes)

❑Folds into a suitcase with rollers

❑Intelligent multizone detection

❑Self Adoption System

❑Ability to connect to available Wi-Fi

❑Battery Backup up to 8 hrs

It allows to detect metals embedded or tacked in human clothing. They come in two
forms;



X-RAY BAGGAGE SCANNERS

Features:

❑Intelligent software and powerful image process function

❑Two x ray generators, dual views

❑21.5inch dual monitors

❑Accurate Z7, Z8, Z9 mark for explosive and narcotics

❑Windows 7 operation system

❑Professional keyboard / wireless keyboard and mouse

It allows to detect metals embedded or tacked in baggage/luggage.



UNDER-VEHICLE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Features:

❑Can be Fixed or Mobile for emergency deployment.

❑Multi entrance management model, management, and
statistics of entering and exiting vehicles

❑Auto digital line scan, high-resolution undercarriage imaging which
can be stored, retrieved, searched or compared with other images.

❑Applicable to variety of vehicles, wide vision.

❑Test completed during the vehicle manoeuvres without stopping,
adapted to different speed.

❑ALPR-Automatic License Plate Recognition and RFID technology.

It allows to detect metals embedded or tacked under vehicles.



❖Government & Security Installations

❖Airports, Train & Bus Stations

❖Residential / Private Homes

❖Hotels, Lodges and Resorts

❖Farms and Ranches

❖Factories & Industries

❖Schools & Other Learning Institutions

❖City Street Management

❖Convention Centres, Stadiums & 
Public events



mailto:info@techhome.co.ke
http://www.techhome.co.ke/

